Foster a quick and thorough understanding of cardiovascular care the Incredibly Visual way -- with clear, logical content, written in conversational style, highly-detailed visual aids, and key highlights that help you recall what you've learned.

Master essential cardiovascular anatomy and physiology - as well as assessment techniques, diagnostic tests, treatments, emergency procedures - through detailed visual aids and concise, clear information that brings complex concepts to life. Based on the well-known "Incredibly Easy" series, Cardiovascular Care Made Incredibly Visual, Second Edition, combines images and clear, concise text to make complex cardiovascular concepts easy to understand. A valuable reference or review book, it employs hundreds of detailed photographs, diagrams, charts and images to clarify essential cardiovascular anatomy and physiology physical assessment techniques, diagnostic tests, treatments, emergency procedures, cardiac monitoring methods, and more.

This NEW edition includes:
* NEW! Addition of congenital cardiac disorders, new diagnostic tests and treatments, and noninvasive cardiac output monitoring
* NEW! Current ACLS algorithms
* NEW! Review and update of all content
* Special sections that reinforce key points:
  --Come Equipped: Lists the equipment required for procedures
  --Photo Op: Highlights procedures that are detailed in text with photos
  --Memory Board: Visual mnemonics that help nurses understand and remember difficult concepts
* Puzzles that test your comprehension
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